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Transport Geography: Perspectives upon entering an accomplished research sub-discipline 

Angela Curl, University of Glasgow & Lisa Davison, University of Ulster 

Introduction 

The Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers) 2012 Annual Conference  

provided a landmark for UK Transport Geography, being 40 years since the Transport Geography 

Research Groups group’s inauguration in 1972. As highlighted by Preston and O’Connor, (2008) in 

the most recent book on the subject (Knowles et al. 2008), Transport Geography was initially aligned 

with the quantitative revolution in human geography and has since adopted more pluralistic 

methodologies, with more critical approaches informing the ‘new mobilities paradigm’.  During the 

previous 40 years these developments were reflected in a book series, an international journal and 

through representation at the RGS-IBG annual conference.  The 2012 conference provided an 

opportunity to celebrate these successes as well as the opportunity to explore the future of an 

established research group.  

This viewpoint considers our experience as researchers entering an accomplished research sub-

discipline.  In presenting this we interpret discussions from the workshop ‘Imagining the next 40 

years of Transport Geography’ that was co-organised by the authors.  We also recognise the influence 

of other experiences of being Transport Geographers and refer to this and the wider literature, 

concentrating on the Journal of Transport Geography but also recognising a range of dissemination 

avenues used within the sub-discipline.  In this viewpoint we consider some challenges for the field of 

Transport Geography over the next 40 years. 

Workshop: Imagining the next 40 years of Transport Geography 

We designed the workshop session to encompass a general discussion around topical areas for 

emerging research, followed by small group discussions centred on the four themes: 

 Transport Geography in the wider geography context; 

 Methodological challenges within Transport Geography; 

 Application of Transport Geography to policy and practice; and  

 Transport Geography in taught courses. 

 

These themes developed from an early career session held at the 2011 conference organised by TGRG 

and AK-Verkehr (the transport working group of the German Association of Geography). We sought 

to bring issues raised by early career researchers into discussion during a session which engaged both 

established academics and those new to the field.   

Group discussions were facilitated by the authors of this piece alongside Peter Jones and Derek Hall.  

The themes were discussed by each group in turn, with the possibility to add to arguments and 

comments from the previous group or groups. Participants were invited to comment on a summary 

report after the event.  Participants were mainly employed in the UK but some had academic 

experience outside the UK.  Therefore, although a range of nationalities and age groups were 

represented, we acknowledge that the viewpoints presented here relate distinctly to Transport 

Geography as it has developed in the United Kingdom, but the broad themes are of relevance to 

Transport Geographers globally.  Our viewpoint also demonstrates the epistemological differences 



within the Transport Geography community, considering both the workshop participants and the 

broader community. 

The remainder of the viewpoint is structured as follows: first we explore the discussion themes; then 

we highlight the topical challenges for the next 40 years, concluding with a précis of each.  

Identifying the ‘geography’ in Transport Geography  

Transport Geography is at the interface between geography and transport studies, with many 

interdisciplinary connections.  For example, academics involved in Transport Geography research are 

situated within, or move between, a range of disciplinary areas: they may be based in civil 

engineering, geography, mathematics, economics, sociology and psychology amongst others.  This 

leads to the question of what is distinctly geographical about Transport Geography with respect to 

transport and travel behaviour research in the broadest sense.  This was seen by some as a branding 

problem, with Transport Geography as a discipline being in some cases inseparable from transport 

studies more broadly, and seen as peripheral to critical human geography in most departments.  This 

also raises questions as to whether being ‘Transport Geographer’ is an identity in its own right or 

whether members of the research group have other aliases.   

Whilst the concept of scale is contested within human geography (e.g. Marston et al. 2002 and in 

contrast Jonas, 2006) the scale of issues emerged as an important theme throughout the workshop. It 

can be argued, given the importance of context, that geographers study transport issues at a range of, 

often overlapping scales, ranging from the individual (e.g. Delbosc & Currie, 2011.; Kamruzzaman, 

Hine, Gunay, & Blair, 2011), household (e.g. Buliung & Kanaroglou 2006; Fox 1995; McDonald 

2008), neighbourhood (e.g. Mitra & Buliung 2012; Grengs 2010), city (e.g. Banister 2011; Hesse 

2013),  region (e.g. Reggiani et al. 2011; Thomas & O’Donoghue 2013), state (e.g. Sismanidou et al. 

2013; Russo & Musolino 2012) to the global (e.g. Grubesic et al. 2009; Tavasszy et al. 2011; Liu et 

al. 2013).  Participants also identified a potential role for the supra-global.  

Within geography, it is often perceived that the adoption of more critical approaches has come later in 

Transport Geography than other human geographies and Transport Geography has at the same time 

maintained its quantitative core.  This leads to associations with positivism and critiques of Transport 

Geography as remaining in the past (Goetz et al, 2009, Røe, 2000; Hall, 2004; Hanson, 2008) and not 

following the epistemological trends in human geography, as result becoming being marginalised 

(Vowles 2006).  Such critiques have given rise to parallel streams of work within geography such as 

Social Justice (Farrington & Farrington 2005; Lucas 2006) and Mobilities (Shaw & Hesse 2010; 

Sheller & Urry 2006; Cass et al. 2005)  Despite researching within the remit of Transport Geography, 

those engaged in these parallel streams may not necessarily consider themselves Transport 

Geographers, perhaps because of its perceived associations with positivism and a desire to be 

different. However, there are signs that this is changing, for instance, through the co-sponsoring of 

RGS-IBG conference sessions leading to a broader range of geographers engaging with Transport 

Geography.  

Opportunities for Transport Geography as a sub-discipline relate to the openness of geography as a 

whole and its capability to adapt and function within multidisciplinary spheres.  Discussions identified 

a range of possibilities where both more traditional applied and novel theoretical approaches can 

develop geographical understanding without needing to be recognised as falling under the remit of 

specific disciplines.  This relates to the suggestion by Preston and O’Connor (2008) that Transport 

Geography forms part of an interdisciplinary approach and Goetz et al.’s (2009) point that transport is 



the focus of  a much broader range of geographical work than might initially be assumed, including, 

but not limited to migration, housing mobilities, environmental behaviours and health.  

 

There is evidence that Transport Geography research is represented on other transport fora, for 

example through the travel behaviours network and The Forge young researcher’s network which 

brought together transport researchers working in a range of disciplines. This interdisciplinarity is 

encouraging but raises the question again about what is distinctly geographical and what separates the 

work of Transport Geographers from transport researchers involved in other networks. For some 

authors (e.g. Vowles, 2006) this is not problematic: given that geography is at the core of transport, 

there is no need to distinguish the geographical from the study of transport.  We would argue that it is 

the ability of geographers to be critical, in drawing attention to inequalities, ethical and social issues, 

which distinguishes Transport Geography from transport studies more broadly, but there is no clear 

divide.  

 

Is Transport Geography really synonymous with quantitative methods? 

We included this topic of discussion in the workshop in response to the description of Transport 

Geography as synonymous with quantitative methods (Gregory et al. 2009) in the Dictionary of 

Human Geography. The roots of the sub-discipline in a positivist worldview mean that quantitative 

methods are built into the fabric of Transport Geography.  This was recognised by some participants 

who maintained that quantitative methods were ‘core’ to Transport Geography, providing a 

‘springboard’ for supplementary qualitative approaches ‘where appropriate’.   

Participants valued novel quantitative approaches to understanding Transport Geography. The 

growing role of technology, in particular the GPS capabilities of mobile devices, was recognised as 

providing new sources of understanding mobility (Beecham & Wood 2013; Shoval et al. 2010; Shen 

et al. 2013; Devlin et al. 2008).  Though this development raises issues around data security, 

ownership and access and ethics of use (Cottrill & Thakuriah 2011, Wilson, 2013) and presents 

further methodological and computational challenges to respond to new data sources, extending to the 

role of data mining (O’Brien et al. 2013).  Such methodological advances offer potential to better 

understand existing research questions and  the questions which arise over the next 40 years, for 

example by combining large scale datasets. Transport Geographers play an important role in 

understanding the role of technology, noting that a (quantitative) critical geographical approach is 

essential to such an area of study given the potential ethical issues arising.  

Considering epistemological developments over the last 40 years, a number of participants held the 

view that qualitative methods should continue to have  a growing role in Transport Geography.  

Qualitative approaches encompass, but are not limited to, the use of a single approach to data 

collection, such as in-depth interviews to appreciate the nuances in practice and policy (Aldred & 

Jungniekel, 2014; Beirão & Cabral, 2007; Curl, et al. 2012) or in exploring the lived experience of 

travel through autobiographical experience (Jain, 2011), from public records of travel (Budd, 2011) or 

from walk-along interviews (Evans & Jones, 2011).  Other Transport Geography research has used a 

range of qualitative methods to build understanding (Clayton and Musselthwaite, 2013; Pooley et al., 

2011).   

Whilst dichotomising approaches methodologically as quantitative/positivist and qualitative/critical 

oversimplifies this trend there was also the argument that Transport Geography should further 

embrace research with stronger theoretical underpinnings, drawing on a wider range of disciplines.  A 

current example of which is research examining socio-technical transitions in transport, which, as 



discussed by Geels (2012), moves away from the neo-classicist and engineering approaches 

predominant in transport research considering the broader context, where understanding focuses upon 

systemic change.  Specifically, workshop attendees expressed concern regarding a ‘false dichotomy’ 

between the qualitative and the quantitative, advocating a mixed method approaches as discussed by 

authors including Zolnik (2009) and Książkiewicz (2012).  In order to achieve this researchers need to 

further acknowledge the roles and ‘complementarity’ of quantitative and qualitative approaches and 

an ability to ‘articulate the relationship’ between them (e.g. Davison & Knowles, 2006; Kwan & 

Schwanen, 2009; Porter et al., 2013).  Given the audience and the authors, this could be a justification 

for the status quo, but it is a stance also supported by a benchmarking review which looks beyond UK 

geography (ESRC, 2013).  This emphasises the roles of quantitative methods and geographical 

information systems (GIS) across human geography sub-disciplines.  And, as highlighted by Kwan 

and Knigge (2006), GIS whilst often considered to involve more quantitative methods is also of value 

to qualitative research.   

The application of Transport Geography to policy and practice 

The applied nature of Transport Geography and the relevance to policy and practice were recognised 

as strengths within the community.  The desire or requirement to be policy relevant has a core 

influence upon methodological approaches often convincing Transport Geographers to provide 

quantifiable evidence in order to drive decisions, with elements which can be monetised viewed as 

being more ‘robust’ (DfT, 2013).  This is perhaps more persuasive than encouraging social and 

cultural approaches to permeate the sub-discipline.  Yet this led to a poignant question from a 

workshop participant: 

“Are we politically captured by the status quo? Is trying to be politically relevant making us 

geographically irrelevant?”  

This desire to be politically and policy relevant can be evidenced by publication. Of 1606 articles in 

the Journal of Transport Geography  available through Science Direct (September 2013), 1331 (83%) 

are returned from an ‘all fields’ search for policy, suggesting at least a perceived if not real impact on 

policy.  Though at present there is a barrier between academic knowledge transmitted through 

journals and practice.  A mechanism for increasing access to academic knowledge is to provide ‘open 

access’ journal articles, and there are compelling reasons for Transport Geographers to engage, 

providing data sensitivity is considered.  There is also evidence that researchers in the field of 

Transport Geography do make an active contribution to policies and practices through work 

completed on a consultative basis (Lucas, 2011); research dissemination (Aldred et al. 2013; Newton, 

2013, TRAVELPLANPLUS, 2012); publishing books of immediate relevance (Docherty & Shaw, 

2008); and contributing to understanding and knowledge through other channels (e.g. Goodwin, 

2011).  This is despite a decrease in governmental investment in transport-related research, a 

prominent impact being the closure of the UK Transport Research Centre.  

From another standpoint there has been an increasing emphasis from funding bodies for applicants to 

identify the ‘impact’ of their research, moving the responsibility from government to researchers 

(European Commission, 2011; Research Councils UK, 2011).  Given the human and policy aspects of 

Transport Geography, the importance of impact is not as novel as the funding bodies would suggest, 

indeed many participants discussed their links with practice and there is evidence that action research 

provides potential to learn through the application of policy and practice, as demonstrated by, e.g. 

Preston et al. 2011 in a session at the RGS conference.  In recognising the human focus of Transport 

Geography research, participants highlighted the importance of the wider dissemination of research 



findings.  The media and social media were recognised as avenues for dissemination.  On one hand 

this addressed concerns regarding how information can be communicated to non-academics in a 

timely manner but raised concerns about the ‘dumbing down’ of academic work.   

Maintaining political relevance can be challenging, even when researchers act within the existing 

structures.  Participants identified a tension between the short term political system and the need for a 

longer term view to provide a solid evidence base, which leads to incompatibility in the temporal 

scales of institutions.  But arguably the main challenge is to question the current practices of 

government, thereby increasing the value of the diversity of Transport Geography research across a 

range of audiences.  Recently, the TGRG has engaged directly with policy makers through workshop 

sessions attached to the RGS-IBG Annual Conference, held with Scottish Government in 2012 and 

the Department for Transport (DfT) in 2013, though in doing this it is important that a dialogue is 

created rather than a monologue.   

Communicating transport to geography students 

The multi-disciplinary nature of Transport Geography was also recognised with respect to teaching.  

As a result of the spatial nature of transport and travel, and the structures and systems in place that 

enable such mobility, ‘Transport Geography’ is taught across a range of degree programmes, for 

instance transport planning, town planning or civil engineering.  Yet, as recognised by both lecturers 

on current geography courses and previous scholars of geography at undergraduate level, the term 

‘Transport Geography’ may not feature within a geography degree programme as there may not be 

the perceived space for a dedicated transport module. However, often concepts are absorbed in a 

range of other modules, such as those related to social, cultural or economic geography.   

Given the focus on and enthusiasm for research under the auspices of Transport Geography a virtuous 

circle of research-led teaching and teaching-led research was identified as playing a positive role in 

programme and module design.  Participants reflected that Transport Geography as module in an 

undergraduate degree would be best placed in the second year where the application of a subject is 

required and where existing knowledge from the first year can be drawn upon.   In terms of content 

such a module is likely to provide an overarching view rather than delving into detail.  Its position 

within human geography was identified as somewhat contradictory given the perceived demand for 

quantitative skills required at postgraduate level. In many cases, unless there is a specialist research 

interest, Transport Geography may only receive detailed attention at the Masters level, particularly 

with respect to quantitative methods. 

Participants highlighted that opportunities to communicate Transport Geography to students need to 

trickle down, not only into university-based taught courses, but also into pre-university geography.  In 

practical terms this involves inclusion of core concepts in standard text books, not only benefitting 

Transport Geography but also providing an accurate context for other elements of geography.  

Undergraduate, and to an extent postgraduate programmes, need to embrace the inclusion of 

quantitative methods with application to human geography thus benefiting both graduates and 

employers.  Examples were discussed, including discussion of the limited availability of programmes 

combining of BA (Human) Geography with BSc Mathematics.  Although there is a much greater 

emphasis on quantitative skills within physical geography and many students will study both, it is 

their application in human geography which is often missing, when there is no reason why human 

geography cannot be both critical and quantitative (Goetz et al, 2009).  Within this debate some 

participants suggested that the focus should be on quantitative skills as qualitative skills are easier to 

learn if required at postgraduate level, perhaps signifying that a quantitative bias remained amongst 



some Transport Geographers, and that there is a need to emphasise the importance of theoretically-

grounded qualitative research for the discipline.   

Some participants argued that there is greater potential to recognise the Transport Geography in 

existing modules, or indeed build the geography of transport and travel into other modules, for 

instance through GIS. It was suggested that the TGRG could facilitate this is through a textbook to 

provide a core text to complement existing Transport Geography books.  This has been actualised 

following a discussion at the TGRG meeting at the 2012 conference (Barr et al. forthcoming). Where 

research meets teaching there is greater need to share Transport Geography research in a range of 

journals to highlight the interdisciplinary nature of Transport Geography and thus broaden its appeal. 

Challenges for the next 40 years 

We have identified a number of challenges for exploration over the next 40 years, relating to the 

fabric of Transport Geography and to ‘doing’ Transport Geography (or being a Transport Geographer) 

and our workshop discussions points emphasised the importance of epistemological viewpoint with 

respect to each.  It is interesting that the workshops revealed a perceived lack of development of 

critical Transport Geography.   We have reflected upon how this has been influenced by the 

participants involved their approach to discussing the essence of Transport Geography.  We argue that 

whilst many participants were open to the multi-faceted approaches in Transport Geography there 

were also representative who either held a more ‘traditional’ view or were keen for the Transport 

Geography community to draw more on a wider range of approaches.  We are of the view that 

approaches from the positivist and quantitative to the more critical, drawing on social theory, are 

encompassed within what is Transport Geography. Efforts should be made to reflect this more widely 

in journal articles, topical books and through the geography curriculum, given the perceived lack of 

critical Transport Geography by some of our workshop participants.  Re-naming the research group to 

reflect and incorporate mobilities research in addition to what might traditionally be viewed as 

Transport Geography could help to further reflect the breadth of diversity of the sub-discipline.  

In the remainder of this section we review the topical challenges for Transport Geography, as the 

methodological considerations are discussed in detail above. The issues discussed during the 

workshop session suggest a level of consensus with the dictionary definition of Transport Geography:  

“A branch of human geography concerned with: transport policy practice and analysis, 

especially the impacts of deregulation, privatization, and subsidy control; infrastructure 

impact on trip-making, the spatial economy, and regional development; technological 

innovation in transport and telecommunications and global and regional economic 

integration; the growing mobility gap between rich and poor and differential accessibility to 

jobs and services; transport, environment, and energy; travel, recreation, and tourism; and 

spatial and behavioural aspects of modelling transport demand.” 

(Mayhew, 2009) 

Indeed geography as a discipline is well placed to take the holistic view, bringing together research 

expertise from a range of backgrounds and epistemological stances. We do not cover all issues of 

relevance to Transport Geography here, but instead draw on a few examples which highlight the 

breadth of the sub-discipline with reference to topics of concern to workshop discussants.  In 

reviewing these we make brief reference to work undertaken under these topics, the scales at which 

they predominate and make a judgement upon the durability of such issues for Transport 

Geographers. 



While the specific foci of research may shift with political, economic and social trends, we identify 

overarching themes, based on the topics discussed at the workshop, which we expect to guide 

Transport Geography research in the coming decades. These relate to reliance on fossil fuel and 

climate change, socio-technical change, social impacts, health and wellbeing and issues of equity and 

justice.  

Globally, reliance on fossil fuel was recognised in relation to the environmental impact of climate 

change (Chapman 2007).  Though what may be judged to be the precise focus of the community 

fluctuates, for instance the prominence of peak oil in and implications upon fuel security and the 

longevity of existing systems and structures featured in Transport Geography sessions at the RGS-

IBG conference (Jones, 2012, Knowles, 2012), yet since then the research focus has reduced given 

arguments for technological advancements and questions as to the accuracy of forecasts (Chapman, 

2014).  The resilience of transport systems in response to extreme weather events within this context 

was identified as of increasing concern across a range of scales (e.g. www.disruptionproject.net; 

Guiver 2012) and continues to be of research interest. At a more localised level participants paid 

particular attention to the social impacts, should systems which support livelihoods fail (Lucas & 

Pangbourne, 2012).  It is interesting that  there was limited consideration by participants as to the 

impacts of local air quality having synergies with health geography given the ‘co-benefits’ of 

transport-related policies and practices  as discussed by e.g. Giles-Corti et al, 2010; Creutzig & He, 

2009; Younger et al, 2008.  Over the next 40 years, whilst the emphasis will continue to change in 

response to current knowledge and judgements, the resource requirements allowing for movements in 

time and space will continue to be a focus for Transport Geography critiques, as will the vulnerability 

of existing systems.   

In addition to the methodological contribution of technology already discussed, socio-technical 

change was highlighted as important, for example in transitioning to a low carbon economy.  A 

techno-centric perspective on reducing the impact of transport and travel upon climate change and 

altering resource demand focuses on the role of technology in allowing for alternative fuels for 

propulsion (e.g. Anandarajah, 2013) and increased fuel efficiency. Technology demonstrates wider 

potential to make travel more efficient, affecting personal and freight transport  (Golob & Regan 

2001; Hesse & Rodrigue 2004); Information Technology can assist with making journeys by both 

private and public transport (Line et al. 2011) and can also be used as a valuable source of information 

as individuals and groups travel through time and space (Velaga et al. 2012) as well as influencing 

travel behaviours (Tang & Thakuriah 2012) and potentially reducing the need to travel (Kenyon et al. 

2003).  In taking a multi-level perspective, drawing from approaches from other disciplines not often 

applied to transport, Geels (2012) argues that green propulsion modes and ICT/ITS has the most 

momentum and are therefore better placed to take advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’ when 

compared to other policy interventions, including those encouraging use of other modes and changes 

in lifestyle.  Such publications and the emphasis upon technology and ICT/ITS from research funders 

would suggest that this will remain a topical area of interest to the community over time.  

The final topical research area centres around issues of justice and equity. Geographers have long 

been concerned with issues such as equality of access and an ability to participate in everyday life and 

access essential services across populations (Farrington & Farrington, 2005;  Farrington, 2007; Lucas, 

2006; Preston & Rajé, 2007) and the impacts of transport. Despite this there is a need for greater 

theoretical consideration of what constitutes an equitable transport system (Martens & Golob, 2012).  

Related to this participants identified a need to develop alternative approaches to understanding 

(dis)benefits of transport for the individual, related to happiness and quality of life as opposed to 

solely economic growth and increased consumption  (Carse 2011; Kolodinsky et al. 2013; DfT, 2011; 



Lucas et al. 2009) Nordbakke and Schwanen, 2014). This is particularly true in understanding the 

mobility of older people (e.g. Nordbakke & Schwanen, 2014).and given increased focus on the health 

impacts of transport interventions (e.g. Johnson & Margolis, 2013).   

Regarding the discussion on identifying the geography in Transport Geography, we would argue that 

it is the ability of geographers to be critical, in drawing attention to inequalities, ethical and social 

issues, which distinguishes Transport Geography from transport studies more broadly, but that of 

course there is not a clear divide.  So whilst reliance upon a finite resources and socio-technical 

changes are core themes access and inequalities in transport remain an overarching theme, relevant at 

all scales and of particular concern given broader societal issues such as the current economic climate 

and an ageing population. Understanding the social and spatial inequalities arising from policy 

decisions can be a key contribution of geographers to transport studies. There is arguably a need to 

take a more holistic view of issues such as equity and accessibility, rather than viewing them as solely 

transport issues, meaning that geographers are well placed to study these issues across a range of sub-

fields.   

Whilst in 1972 the developments within the sub-discipline could not be foreseen, particularly relating 

to the epistemological developments over time and the ways in which Transport Geography has 

distinguished itself with respect to disciplines outside geography and geography sub-disciplines, 

Transport Geography has proven applications ranging from the disaggregate level to more aggregate 

levels which links to the range of spatial scales of interest to Transport Geographers.  Over the next 40 

years we expect developments in geographical understanding of transport from the individual level to 

the supra-global.  The main topical issues that are expected to be influential in the next decade stem 

from a reliance upon finite resources, given current rates of consumption, and the individual to global 

impacts of this environmentally and socially.  Participants emphasised the human response, with 

consideration for behavioural change and socio-technical transitions. Access and inequalities in 

transport were an overarching theme, relevant at all scales and of particular concern given broader 

societal issues such as the current economic climate and an ageing population. We expect 

methodological challenges too, notably in relation to technological development and use of ‘big data’ 

sources, of which we should be critical (Lovelace, 2014).  These discussions gave rise to a range of 

potential issues and future directions for geographical research in transport and mobilities and we are 

under no doubt that uncertainties and opportunities exist in the future of the discipline. 
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